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DOK 2
Can you recall______?
When did ____ happen?
Who was ____?
How can you recognize____?
What is____?
How can you find the meaning of____?
Can you recall____?
Can you select____?
How would you write___?
What might you include on a list about___?
Who discovered___?
What is the formula for___?
Can you identify___?
How would you describe___?
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Can you explain how ____ affected ____?
How would you apply what you learned to develop
____?
How would you compare ____? Contrast_____?
How would you classify____?
How are____ alike? Different?
How would you classify the type of____?
What can you say about____?
How would you summarize___?
What steps are needed to edit___?
When would you use an outline to ___?
How would you estimate___?
How could you organize___?
What would you use to classify___?
What do you notice about___?

DOK 4
How is ____ related to ____?
What conclusions can you draw _____?
How would you adapt ____to create a
different____?
How would you test____?
Can you predict the outcome if____?
What is the best answer? Why?
What conclusion can be drawn from these
three texts?
What is your interpretation of this text?
Support your rationale.
How would you describe the sequence
of____?
What facts would you select to support____?
Can you elaborate on the reason____?
What would happen if___?
Can you formulate a theory for___?
How would you test___?
Can you elaborate on the reason___?




















What changes would you make to solve or address this
major problem/ or issue___?
How would you improve upon this invention or
innovation?
Can you propose an alternative solution to___?
What could be done to minimize (maximize) ___?
In what way would you design or redesign ___ and
why?
What evidence would you cite to defend the actions of
___?
How would you evaluate ___?
How would you prioritize criteria for making this (local
zoning) decision ___ and why?
How would you evaluate the works by this author over
time?
Can you formulate and test a conjecture for___?
Can you predict the potential benefits and drawbacks if
this law does/does not pass?
Can you construct a model that would change ___?
Can you think of an original way to apply ___?
Do you agree with the actions ___? with the outcomes
___? with the decision to ___?
How would you prove ___? disprove ___?
Can you assess the value or importance of ___?
What information would you use to support a differing
perspective ___?
What can be learned about this time in history from
reading and analyzing various cultural, political, and
social perspectives?

